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For more than half a century, winning
a PICA Award has been the benchmark
for printing excellence in North and
South Carolina. Winning a PICA
Award generates instant industry
recognition, and lets existing and
potential clients know they are dealing
with the best of the best. Being an
award-winning printer gives your
company fresh marketing content,
leverage in recruiting new employees,
and a morale boost and bragging
rights for your existing employees. Careful consideration and
microscopic attention to detail are critical when selecting your
entries for the PICA Awards.
The late Glenn Petry, a printing industry judging legend,
spent more than two decades judging printing competitions
in the US, including the prestigious PIA Premier Print
Awards. Petry developed a list of guidelines and tips on
selecting entry-worthy pieces that will help your company take home
the coveted Mac Papers Best of Show.
Petry’s primary mandate was “don’t wait until the last minute to select your
entries.” Once your company makes a commitment to enter, involve your
entire team in the process to create a sense of pride around the work. Have
experienced and knowledgeable personnel select four or five samples of each
qualified piece as it is produced, and store those pieces in a safe location until
it’s time to make the final selection.
Once you’ve decided which pieces to submit, fill out your PICA entry forms and
follow the included instructions to the letter. If you have any questions on entering,
or on how to categorize an entry, contact the PICA staff for assistance.
Before judging begins, all pieces are grouped by category and displayed on tables.
Continued on Page 6

OurPurpose OurVision OurMission
Promoting the
Industry – Focused
on Member Success!

Advocate • Educate
Inform • Lead

To promote the common interest of the printing industry; and
to help our members prosper, both individually and collectively,
through fellowship, education and cooperative action.

Chairman’s Letter
WE HAVE MORE IN COMMON THAN WE REALIZE

As I write this, yesterday was the conclusion of the PICA Fall Conference, and I’ve come away with
fresh ideas and renewed inspiration. I learned tips that can benefit all PICA members. Some which
stood out the most include how to see the world through the eyes of a print buyer rather than a
printer; how to increase profitable sales; the importance of continuous improvement and Six Sigma;
transitioning to wide format; and how to hire and retain members of the Millennial and Gen Z,
the next generations of our workforce and customers. I’m incredibly thankful to be a part of an
organization that can host such an informative weekend with engaging speakers to share these ideas
and more with our industry.
If all that wasn’t enough, I learned as much during the time in between speakers talking among peers as I
did during the sessions. No matter the size, shape or specialty of the printer, we all have our share of
challenges and successes. Sharing those experiences with each other reminds me of the importance
of building a strong network to support each other. In the coming months, Martin Printing and I are
planning to invest in a new segment of our industry, and I can’t tell you how supportive colleagues and
friends at the conference were to share their ideas, experiences and expertise with us over the weekend.
We are more similar than one might think, and having fellow members to call and bounce an idea off
of can be invaluable to all of us.
A book I’m currently reading by Richard Sheridan, titled Chief Joy Officer, sums it up best.
“…no one’s tombstone features one’s net worth. What one remembers in old age and, more
important, what one is remembered for is not the dollars accumulated but instead the people
she or he helped develop professionally and personally
along the way.”
It’s an exciting time at PICA with many opportunities
on the horizon to grow our community. In the coming
months, I hope we can add some new faces, companies
and vendor partners to our family. And let’s all see how
much we can advocate for and help our fellow new and
old members develop and grow. I think we would all like
to be remembered for that.
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Craig Ragsdale
PICA Chairman
Martin Printing
craig@martinprinting.com
(864) 859-4032, x-126

Member News
Chowan University Library Seeks Industry Support

Industry representatives are making a concentrated effort to expand the graphic communication library at Chowan
University in Murfreesboro, North Carolina. They are seeking industry support through the donation of books, printing
related magazines, journals, and related material. The library is especially needing books in the graphics field. This is
an opportunity for everyone to contribute towards educating young people who are studying for a career in the graphic
communication industry.
The publications will be housed in the Graphic Communications Department with full access allowed to students.
Chowan has hundreds of graduates who are now professionals working in industry positions across the United States.
These include owners and presidents, sales managers, supervisors, and technical trainers. Chowan graduates have
had, and are having, a significant impact on the success of every aspect of the graphics industry.
Longtime industry consultant Raymond J. Prince is one of the leaders of the effort to gain materials for the school.
“I am proud to support this effort and encourage my friends and associates to assist with the request for materials,”
Prince said. “It is a great way to have a significant impact for the good of the industry.” Interested parties should
contact Prince to learn more and to coordinate potential donations. He can be reached at raymondjprince@aol.com
or (605) 941-1492.
Unfortunately, many collections that have not been designated for a donation are discarded when someone passes
away. Please consider putting Chowan or other deserving schools in your area in your estate plans. Monetary gifts
are also welcome and can be sent directly to Chowan University. Contact Tom Brennan for more information at
brennt@chowan.edu or (252) 398-6207.

Harrisburg Printing Adds New Equipment

Harrisburg Printing has announced the installation of a Canon copier to facilitate orders up to 13x19 on 20# bond to
130# cover weight and NCR. “This installation has increased productivity, and we’re very pleased with it,” Harrisburg
Printing owner Millie Almond said.

New Members
PERFORMANCE PRINT SERVICES

Durham, NC • Chris Wallace • (919) 957-9995 • chris@performanceprintservices.com
Performance Print Services prides themselves on making sure what comes out of the printer is as beautiful as what
went in. They provide Digital, Wide Format and Offset printing as well as Mailing & Fulfillment, Inventory Management,
and Promotional Products.

GENERAL FORMULATIONS

Sparta, MI • Pryor French • (616) 887-7387 • pfrench@generalformulations.com
General Formulations’ goal is to provide products and services that exceed their customers’ expectations. They have
several solvent and water-based coating lines, and, with more than 400,000 square feet, they also have one of the
largest converting operations in the industry, specializing in slitting, sheeting, punching and packaging.

Condolences
To the family and friends of Glenn Petry, who passed away October 9, 2019. Glenn was in the graphic arts field as a printer,
print buyer, and printing consultant for 65 plus years, and was recognized nationally as a judge for various Printing Industries
of America Associations’ Competitions, judging more than 150 different competitions throughout the United States.
November/December 2019
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PICA Foundation Holds 8th Annual Golf Classic to
Rainy skies gave way to sunshine just in time for the shotgun start at the 8th Edition of
the PICA Foundation Golf Classic October 16 at Olde Sycamore Golf Plantation. Nineteen
teams turned out to support the Foundation’s scholarship fund, which helps ensure the
continuity of graphic arts education in the Carolinas.

First Place

Randy Pitts of The O’Leary
Group and Tim Wyatt, Mike
Kilcoin and Bob Levan of
Classic came in at 17 under
to take First Place.

Second Place

The Second Place team included
UMS’s Ken Reiter, Stuart Cojac,
and Mark Ingram and Donnie
Funderud, also of United Mailing.

Third Place

Ray Machen, Patrick Cleghorn,
Hayden Ploeger and
Wesley Bruce of Prisco took
home Third Place honors.

Classic’s Mike Kilcoin claimed the Men’s Longest Drive title, while the Ladies’ Longest Drive was
hit by Kim Schwartz from Mac Papers. HP’s Tim Weeldreyer took home bragging rights for the
shot Closest to the Pin.
The PICA Foundation has been serving the Carolinas’ printing industry since 1962, providing
hundreds of thousands of dollars for various industry scholarships, including community
colleges, universities, high schools, teacher support and industry education.
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Fund Scholarships for Graphic Arts Students

Join us next year, October 14, 2020, for the 9th Edition of the PICA Foundation Golf Classic.

The PICA Foundation would like to extend a special THANK YOU to our sponsors:
Tee Box Sponsors

Athens
Case Paper
Heritage Printing & Graphics
Komori
Manchester Industries
The McLamb Group
New Direction Partners
Recycling Management Resources
Terry Mills
Veritiv
Wikoff Color

Hole-in-One Sponsor

Closest to the Pin

Goody Bag Items

Reception Sponsor

PICA Foundation

Arjobex
Basys
Canon Solutions America
Case Paper
Classic
Komori
The McLamb Group / Wells Fargo
Championship
PICB
Stuebing Automatic Machine
Superior Printing Ink

PICA Foundation

Goepper Burkhardt

Beverage Cart Sponsors
Konica Minolta Business Solutions
Longest Drive Competitions
PICA Foundation
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Selecting Qualified Entries for the PICA Awards

(Continued from Page 1)

As the judges evaluate the entries and make their decisions, each winning piece’s award level is noted in
the PICA database. The three award designations are:
• Best of Category (Only one per category is awarded.)
• Special Judges’ Award (This second-place award goes to entries that were considered for Best of Category.)
• Award of Excellence (This award is an honorable mention that may be given
to multiple entries in a given category.)
The judges evaluate each piece for both the technical quality of the production process and the quality
and effectiveness of the art and design. Some of the technical properties Petry listed for selecting winning
entries are:
No Hickeys
Folios – Must be positioned consistently
No Roller or Gear Marks
Creep control
No Scratches or Smudges
Use of Paper – Must elevate the piece
Smoothness – No excessive use of spray powder
Stitching/Binding/Finishing – Consistent stitching/
no cracking on spine or scores
Embossing – Clean and sharp
Registration – No color overlaps
Die Cuts – Clean with no heavy nicks
Line Drawings/Halftones – Clear with no flooding
Gates – Must be in alignment
Ink Lay – Smooth and complete
Paper Grain Direction – No cracking of backbone
Color Consistency
Foil Stamping – Registration and proper pressures
Photo Consistency
Coatings – Appropriate usage and consistency
Crossovers – Must be in alignment
While design plays a critical part in the visual aesthetic, how well the piece is printed sseparates the winners
from the rest of the group.

PICA Foundation Welcomes Instructors to Fall Conference
The PICA Foundation works to support the future
of printing in the Carolinas by providing scholarships
to graphic arts students across the Carolinas, and it
also provides scholarships for their instructors to use for
continuing education. For the past several years, the PICA
Fall Conference has included a program for graphic arts
instructors designed to keep them (and their students) up to
speed on what’s happening in the industry.
Instructors are usually able to get partial reimbursement
for their attendance from their employer, but often have
to cover a portion of the cost out of pocket. The PICA
Foundation steps in with scholarships to cover hotel
expenses, which usually totals around $3,000. This year,
PICA was excited to see a huge uptick in the number of
instructors wanting to attend, which nearly doubled the
6
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Foundation’s cost.
When the Foundation
Executive Committee
was informed of the
increased number of
instructors, they voted
unanimously to make sure
no teacher was turned
down for this scholarship.
That’s a powerful act,
and one PICA is proud to be part of. When you get your
fundraising letter in the next few weeks, please consider
how you can help the PICA Foundation continue to
support the future of our industry.

Thank You to Our PICA Fall Conference Sponsors!
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PICA Fall Conference
More than 100 printers, suppliers and educators converged in Asheville,
NC, the first weekend in November to learn, network and unwind at the
PICA Fall Management Conference.

Joseph P. Trybula, CFP®, AIF® is VP of Diversified Financial Advisors, LLC and a Registered Investment
Adviser with more than 20 years of experience. He specializes in providing professional management
of corporate retirement programs, including investment advisory management and consulting services.
If you have questions, contact Joe at Printers 401k, info@printers401k.com or (800) 307-0376.
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If You Sell and Deliver Tangibles, Your Sales
The Wayfair Decision (Nightmare)...
Ordering home goods from Wayfair is so much fun. If you need door hooks, kitchen tongs, furniture, or just
about anything for your home, all you have to do is go online, click around, then in a day or two a package
arrives on your doorstep. We all do it. We all love it. Besides the convenience, another not-so-hidden benefit was
that no sales tax was applied to your invoice. This was allowed because Wayfair did not have a “physical presence”
in your state (unless you lived in Massachusetts, where Wayfair is located).
This sales tax exemption based solely on the nexus rules of “physical presence” ended in June 2018 in accordance
with a Supreme Court decision. The new nexus rule of “economic presence” along with “physical presence” is
now the law of the land.
South Dakota v. Wayfair were the parties to this Supreme Court case that is changing the entire sales tax landscape
in the US. This landmark decision also affected Amazon, Dell, and all online retailers.
So, how does this case affect my printing company?
By collateral damage, ANY company that sells and delivers tangible products (i.e. printed materials), either
physically or electronically, into a state is now subject to these new rules. Services are also subject to these new
rules in some states. The proponents of the new rules cite the uneven playing field that existed where the onus
was on the buyer to voluntarily report and pay USE taxes (the sales tax equivalent), and that home state sellers
were therefore competitively disadvantaged by the out-of-state sellers who were not required to charge sales tax.
Technical Details
• Physical presence (nexus) of the seller in a particular state (offices, warehouses, employees, property)
is no longer the sole criteria for registering to do business in a state in which goods are delivered,
which, therefore, triggers the requirement for the seller to collect and report sales tax in that state.
• Economic presence (nexus) is defined as any connection to a state, such as by company trucks
entering a state, advertising in a state, employees active in a state, and/or by delivering tangible
products into a state by any means including USPS and common carrier (UPS, FedEx, etc.).
• In order to spare small businesses from this administrative nightmare, the Supreme Court case
applied a minimum annual threshold of 200 transactions or $100,000. This means that once
the number of transactions or dollar value of the seller’s shipments exceed this threshold in a given
year, the seller must then register to do business in that state (starting in the next year) and therefore
begin collecting and reporting sales tax. This ruling technically only pertains to South Dakota,
though many, but not all, states have adopted the same or similar standard.
Effect on Mailing Operations
In addition to commercial printers’ newfound exposure when distributing printed material to an out of state
customer location, further collateral damage is inflicted on printing companies that distribute printed materials
using mailing lists or that contract with a mail house. For example, in 2019, for a direct mail project where
printed material is distributed into multiple states, the number of pieces ending up in each state must be
cumulatively maintained until 200 is reached. At the same time the cumulative pro rata dollar value of those
individual pieces must be maintained, by state, until the $100,000 threshold is met. If either of these thresholds
are exceeded then the seller must register in that state effective January 1, 2020.
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Tax Compliance Exposure Has EXPLODED!
The only good news is that some states have sales tax exemptions for promotional materials or direct mail
advertising. The bad news is that sellers must still register to do business and report their exempt sales, even if
tax exemptions exist in that state. Also frustrating and complex are each state’s sales tax exemption rules and
definitions of exempt printed materials. These rules are still evolving and vary from state to state, and many states
have multiple tax rates by municipality, borough, county, or parish.
Outside Compliance Help
As you can imagine, when there is a need, there is a way.
The large company sales tax compliance firms, such as Avalara, Vertex, and Thompson Reuters, are now
offering their products and services to small and mid-market companies. EFI, for example, has teamed up
with Thompson Reuters for their One Source product that applies the appropriate state sales tax to invoices
from customer data files or from a mailing list. They will also supply you with the required state sales tax
reports from your transaction data. Avalara and Vertex will integrate their software with your accounting
system and provide the multiple state tax info for invoicing, file your sales tax forms and pay the tax as well.
Other tax compliance companies will provide standalone services or add sales tax modules to operate
seamlessly with your accounting system.
Next Steps
We recommend that a study be conducted to determine your exposure. A useful preliminary tool used by the
states is a nexus questionnaire which addresses common criteria for identifying physical and economic presence.
The questionnaire starts with sales by state. Once exposure is identified by state, a more detailed analysis can be
conducted to determine the $$ at risk, available exemptions, and timing of registration. Registration forms can
then be completed, including Voluntary Disclosure Applications. By voluntarily registering, states may limit
retroactive assessments.
Final Warning
State Tax Departments have been waiting for this Supreme Court outcome for over 25 years and are geared up to
enforce the new expanded rules. There are more revenue agents being hired for sales tax compliance than for any
other type of tax collection. The states see this as tax collection heaven and are poised to enforce it on companies
unaware of their newfound responsibilities to register and collect their state’s sales taxes.
Bart Krupnick, CPA, CVA, is a principal of The Becker Group, a division of TMDL CPA’s and Management Advisors,
and author of Sales and Use Tax Guides for Printing Companies. He can be reached at bkrupnick@TMDLcpa.com.
Becker/TMDL specializes in providing tax, audit, accounting, management advisory, valuation, and merger/acquisition
advisory services specifically to the printing and packaging industry. For more information, go to https://TMDLcpa.com.
Mathew Broyles, CPA, contributed to this article and can be reached at mbroyles@TMDLcpa.com.
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November

January

28-29: PICA Offices Closed
for Thanksgiving

1:

December
24-25: PICA Offices Closed
for Christmas

15:

PICA Offices Closed
for New Year’s Day
PICA Awards Entry Deadline

24-26: PICA Awards Judging

March
28:

PICA Awards Banquet
Renaissance Hotel
Charlotte, NC

